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I just found out that I passed the new PE chemical CBT. I didn't find good research tips for the new exam when I took it, so I'm writing this in the hope that it will help others. I took one of the last pen and paper FE exams back in 2013, so CBT was a whole new experience for me. My training schedule In my best guess, I would say that my training hours
ranged from 150-200. I didn't follow a certain schedule. I passed the practical exam NCEES 2011 last July, 5 years of student, and scored about 40%. Disappointed, I took a break and resumed training again in October, but not continuously. I took a week or two off whenever I felt I needed a break. I studied (on average) about 1-2 hours about 3 days a week
and about 4 hours on weekends, for weeks I studied. I raised it to about 15 hours a week, about a month before the exam. Study MaterialsNCEES Practice Exams 2011 and 2004 editionsUn surprisingly, these are the most useful tools for those who wish to take the PE chemical exam. Understand all the concepts and practices and other issues that test these
concepts. Note that the 2011 edition and 2017 edition have exactly the same issues, with several converted to type AIT in the 2017 edition (They mention this on the NCEES website, and you can even find a free sample of the issues that have been converted into AIT). I'm not sure if the solutions were changed for reference formulas in the NCEES PE
Chemical Handbook.Notes from Testmasters and PEI schools didn't take any courses, but my very generous colleagues lent me their notes to study. Basically I went through practice issues and felt that the stuff testmasters was much better than the school PE stuff. The questions of the test masters were more complicated than the actual exam. School PE
issues were too basic and the notes just felt very disorganized. PPI2PASS I signed up for a free beta review on the website. I believe this was a $129/month PPI course review on this page: and had free access for 3 months. I spent a lot of time in school, working through time quizzes, which I felt were somewhat similar in difficulty to NCEES practice exams.
You could probably do without it if you have enough problems to work through, but I found it helpful to do problems in conditions that were similar to the actual exam (a reference on one side of the screen, etc.) it also has a full length practice exam that is useful in testing your stamina. The Lindeburg Guide You don't need this if you got rid of all your college
textbooks and need to rethink the concept. I bought this when I was planning to take a pen and paper exam. PE Chemical Review (PECHRM) from LindebergOnly buy this if you feel like you have exhausted all your other resources and run out of questions. The questions are more complicated than NCEES. I would recommend accessing the PPI2PASS quiz
for a few months during this book and six minutes minutes Minute SolutionsI know that many people recommend this, but the questions are much more complicated than the actual exam and I feel it is a waste of time to spend hours making problems out of this book. Almost none of the questions actually take six minutes or less. I managed to pass maybe half
the book before I felt like I was was wasting too much time working on it and moved on to other resources. The Chemical PE Practice Exam by Matthew GThis exam was too simple and he had too many quality questions. However, it refers to some formula in the manual that I have not previously noticed. Tl;DR: Get an NCEES practice exam (try getting the
2004 edition as well) and access to the PPI quiz for a few months. Use only the PE Chemical Handbook as a reference and solve as many problems as you can. I don't feel that a $1000 course review is absolutely necessary if you need a motivation and structured learning plan or have been out of school for a very long time. Feel free to ask any questions
you might have! Page 2 37 Comments Best Reviews Latest Reviews Add convenience to access this book at any time, anywhere on your personal device with eTextbook versions for as little as $59 at ppi2pass.com/etextbook-program. This book is designed to guide you through the Chemical Engineering Fundamentals (FE) Examination Knowledge
Authority and features the National Council of Experts for Engineers and Surveyors (NCEES) FE Handbook (NCEES Handbook). This book is not intended as a guide because you can't use it when taking the FE exam. The only link you can use is the NCEES Handbook. However, the NCEES Handbook is not intended as a tutorial, and it is not an easy
document to use. The NCEES handbook was never intended to be something you learn or learn, or to have value as something other than a compilation of an exam day. Many of its features may distract you because they are different from what you expected to have been exposed to, or what you are currently using. To use the NCEES Handbook effectively,
you need to familiarize yourself with its features, no matter how strange they may seem. The FE Chemical Review Guide will help you learn about the format, layout, organization, and odd conventions of the NCEES Handbook. This book, which displays the NCEES Handbook in blue for easy identification, meets two important needs: this (1) something to
learn, and (2) something to help you familiarize yourself with NCEES Handbook.Topics Covered Chemical Reactions EngineeringChemistryComputational ToolsEngineering SciencesEthics and Professional PracticeFamily Mechanics / DynamicsSme transfer and separationMatmaer / Energy BalancesMaterials ScienceMathematicsProability and Design and
EconomySecurity, Health Health all areas of exam knowledge. Equations, numbers and tables of the NCEES FE Handbook to get you a help you will have on the day of the exam. Brief explanations, backed up by exam-like problems, with step-by-step solutions to strengthen theory and apply fundamental concepts. A reliable index with thousands of terms to
facilitate links. Binding: Paperback PPI, Kaplan CompanyE matters notably notice! It has been brought to our attention that fake PPI books are circulating. Fake books have missing material as well as incorrect and outdated content. While we are actively working on solving this problem, we would like to let our customers know that this problem exists and to
be Leary books not purchased directly through PPI. If you suspect a fraudulent seller, please email the details marketing@ppi2pass.com. Add the convenience of access to this book anytime, anywhere on your personal device with an eTextbook version for just $59 on ppi2pass.com/etextbook-program. Together, these 37 chapters provide an in-depth
overview of the NCEES PE chemical knowledge and the contents of the Pe Chemical Reference. PE Chemical Review logically organizes elements of the PE Chemical Link Handbook, grouping related concepts together. All the contents of the Handbook are dedicated for easy identification. The equations, and the variations and values associated with them,
are clearly presented, along with explanations of how and when to use them. Descriptions are concise and supported by problems like exams, with step-by-step solutions to strengthen theory and apply fundamental concepts. Thousands of items are indexed to facilitate cross-referencing. This book is a companion to PE chemical practice problems and PE
chemical practice exam, so you can easily practice where you need more support. Topics covered by The Chemical Plant DesignEnvironmentalFluidsFundamentalsHeat TransferLaw and EthicsMass TransferThermodynamicsKey FeaturesCBT exam compatibleIn 60 applications, Containing the necessary supporting materialsIn the course of 450 clarifying
examplesThousands equations, figures, and tableSEs0th reference to NCEES PE Chemical Reference HandbookIndist-standard terminology and nomenclatureOcublic support U.S. conventional and SI units Link: PaperbackPublisher: PPI, Kaplan Company Get PE Chemical Index Review index on ppi2pass.com/downloads. Add the convenience of access
to this book anytime, anywhere on your personal device with an eTextbook version for just $59 on ppi2pass.com/etextbook-program. Together, these 37 chapters provide an in-depth overview of the NCEES PE chemical knowledge and the contents of the Pe Chemical Reference. PE Chemical Review elements of the PE Chemical References Handbook
logically grouping related concepts together. All the contents of the Handbook are dedicated for easy identification. The equations, and the variations and values associated with them, are clearly presented, along with explanations of how and when to use them. Descriptions are concise and supported by problems like exams, with step-by-step solutions to
strengthen theory and apply fundamental concepts. Thousands of items are indexed to facilitate cross-referencing. This book is a companion to PE chemical practice problems and PE chemical practice exam, so you can easily practice where you need more support. Topics covered by The Chemical Plant DesignEnvironmentalFluidsFundamentalsHeat
TransferLaw and EthicsMass TransferThermodynamicsKey FeaturesCBT exam compatibleIn 60 applications, Containing the necessary supporting materialsIn the course of 450 clarifying examplesThousands equations, figures, and tableSEs0th reference to NCEES PE Chemical Reference HandbookIndist-standard terminology and nomenclatureOcublic
support U.S. conventional and SI units Link: PaperbackPublisher: PPI, Kaplan Company Get PE Chemical Index Review index on ppi2pass.com/downloads. ISBN-13: 9781591265375 Publisher: PPI, Kaplan Publication Date: 10/30/2017 Edition Description: First Edition Page: 1072 Product Sizes: 8.40 (w) x 10.90 (h) x 1.90 (d) Age range: 3 months to 18
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